I n this paper' we explore the fundamental limits of input mte control by spectral analysis in frequency domain. Both deterministic and stochastic analyses are developed. Especially, the simple deterministic analysis helps us to gain a great knowledge of performance trade-off for input rate control in high speed network.
irregular input and regulated output via control system. This paper applies a new concept of input spectral characterization, recently developed in queueing theory [9] [lo], to measure input rate control effectiveness in frequency dm main and therefore to explore the fundamental limits of input rate control to performance improvement. Figure 1 describes a control system with its input rate process generated by source and output rate process injected to network. Our emphasis is placed on the study of interrelationship between input power spectrum Pr (U) and output power spectrum P0(w) of the control system. A key observation made in [9] [lo] is that the network performance is dominated by input power in low-frequency band. Ideally, an input rate control system is to reduce input power in low-frequency band without causing excess delay/loss of information at the source. Hence, the less the output power in low-frequency band, the less the chance for nodal congestion to occur, and so the less the delay/loss of information within network, There are two basic approaches to system modeling: the stochastic approach and the deterministic approach. It is generally difficult to characterize the output rate process by stochastic approach since most control systems are nonlinear. Here we first use a deterministic approach to explore the performance tradeoff among input spectrum, queueing delay and output spectrum of the control system. Despite some obvious mathematical looseness of deterministic approach, it has been successfully used to provide many insightful results, which otherwise may not be possible to provide by stochastic analysis [9] [ll]. It is also true that many solutions obtained by deterministic analysis can form the basis to stimulate and further enhance the theoretical development by stochastic analysis. Our deterministic analysis is most simple and clear in concept. Consider a generic stationary random input process. Its first degree property is measured by the average input rate 7; the second degree property is characterized by continuous input power spectrum Pr (w) . The study in [lo] indicates that the queueing performance is much more dependent on {?, PI ( w ) } than higher degree input properties. In our modehng, only the first two degree input properties are considered. In order to examine the effect of individual input power spectral components, here we choose an "isolated" sinusoidal input as a test signal to measure the control system response as a function of the input sinusoidal frequency. The analysis can therefore be much simplified.
Our study concentrates on a leaky-bucket control system described in figure 2. The operation is simple. First, each packet in the input buffer, before being moved forward, must be matched by a token from the pool. Tokens are generated to the pool at constant time interval A, unless the pool is full. The token pool acts like a bank credit system, which allows input packets to borrow the service capacity in advance. Before being forward t o network, the matched packets can be further divided into two priority streams, measured by P, (w) and P L ( w ) in frequency domain. The packets in high priority stream is constrained by peak access rate ymax, and the rest of packets are in low priority stream. The low priority packets are likely to be dropped within network in case of nodal congestion. There are three control parameters: 0 p: control utilization factor with p %if f A 0 T: token pool size 0 ymax: peak access rate.
In response to the input function (7, P, ( w ) } , one can therefore measure the control performance by 0 7,: mean queue length at input-control buffer 0 Po(w):. output power spectrum which can be further diFor simplicity, we assume infinite buffer size. Hence, the performance tradeoff between 9; and Po(w) is to be observed in function of {p,T,ymax} for each given input {Y,P,(w)}. We will capture the effect of each individual control parameter on output spectrum and queueing delay, in response to input spectrum. The analysis is then extended to the next adjacent queue with controlled input, which is used to further evaluate the network response to input rate control.
vided into { P w ( w ) , P L ( w ) )
The following four guiding principles are developed:
The overall queueing performance is inherently determined by both input source and network environment; the function of input rate control is simply to trade more input queueing for less network queueing. Due to the large disparity between source generation rate and link transmission rate, a stringent input rate control may unnecessarily increase the user end-to-end delay significantly. While input rate control is ineffective in high frequency band, it will be effective in low frequency band if and only if the user can tolerate excess delay or loss at network entry point. The network performance is insensitive to the adjustment between token pool size T and token generation rate l / A for the leaky bucket control system. The same control performance, explored by the deterministic analysis, can also be found by stochastic analysis except in very limited cases. In this paper we will use the stochastic approach t o obtain the exact solutions of two adjacent queues in response to input power spectrum, where the first queue is a leaky bucket input rate control system and the second queue represents the network.
Section 2 shows the stochastic modeling of input rate control system. The corresponding deterministic modeling is given in section 3. The main results of this paper are in section 4 for input control performance trade-off based on the deterministic analysis. The stochastic analysis is carried out in section 5 to further explain the solutions obtained in section 4. The paper is then summarized in section 6.
The paper is organized as follows.
Stochastic Modeling
Let us first neglect the peak rate control implemented by ymax in figure 2. Based on fluid flow modeling, which is commonly used for stochastic queueing analysis [6] (121, one can describe the above leaky-bucket queueing system by
where T, ( t ) is the input rate random variable at time 1, measured in A unit. i ( t ) is a continuous random variable, which is equal to the input buffer content i , ( t ) subtracted by the token pool size & ( t ) at time t . Here we add a -accent to each of the notations for stochastic analysis. Since both Q, (t) and iT ( t ) cannot be simultaneously positive, we have That is, @ , ( t ) = max{O,g(t)). The output rate random variable will then be characterized by
Mathematically, the queueing analysis of such a leaky-bucket queueing system is equivalent to that of a single queue system In our stochastic modeling, T, ( t ) represents a stationary random process, to which only the first and second degree input properties, defined by {f, P, ( w ) } , are assumed to be characterized. This assumption is made for two reasons. First, in practice it is always difficult to measure higher degree p r o p erties of random traffic. Second, the queue response is much more dependent on the first two degree input properties than higher ones [lo]. Note that the stochastic queueing analysis cannot be carried out unless the time variation of the input rate + ( t ) is characterized by Markov chain. The technique developed in [lo] shows how to construct such an input Markov chain from the given first and second degree input properties. The queue response to input power spectrum can then be evaluated by using the QBD-Folding algorithm developed in [13] [14] . The key problem with the stochastic analysis, however, lies in its difficulty to characterize the output rate process, which essentially measures the effectiveness of the input rate control. The detail stochastic analysis is postponed to section 5. The next two sections focus on the deterministic analysis.
Deterministic Modeling
In the deterministic analysis, we use a periodic input function y, (t) = y, ( t + t o ) for the input rate where 1, is the common period. One can then describe the input queue function
as its counterpart (1). From y , ( t ) = y r ( t + t o ) we must also have q ( t ) = q ( t + t , ) in steady state. The average input queue is therefore measured by by Similar to (a), we have the output rate function y o ( t ) equal to 2 for q , ( t ) 2 0, and y , ( t ) otherwise, with respect to yo(t) = yo(t+to). The numerical evaluation of q ( t ) and yo(l) therefore becomes most simple and straightforward using deterministic analyaie since all functions are periodic. One can also obtain the &rete output spectrum PO(kwo) by taking Fourier series expansion of yo(t) at wo = e.
Note that we must keep y,(t) 2 0, V t , which means that the DC component always exists in the input spectrum.
Without causing information loss by control, the same DC component will appear in the output spectrum. For simplicity, we will neglect such a DC component in the definition of all our power spectral functions. Further, since the power spectral functions are central symmetric, it is only necessary to consider k > 0.
To facilitate our performance measurement in frequency domain, let us consider a single sinusoidal input, defined by 7, ( t ) = T( 1 + cos wot) (3) Essentially, the sinusoidal frequency WO can be used to describe the input correlation properties. The lower the WO in frequency domain, the slower the time variation of the input process, and so the higher the input correlation is in time do- To a large extent one may view the angle sinusoidal input as a test signal to measure the control system response. As will be seen shortly, many intrinsic properties of input rate control can therefore be revealed by such a simple deterministic analysis, which otherwise can hardly be exposed by stochastic analysis due to the complexity involved.
Performance Trade-off -Deterministic Analysis
In this section we use a single sinusoidal input to explore the performance trade-off in the design of leaky-bucket s y 5 tem for input rate control. Without loss of generality, we assume 3 = 1 and so p = A to represent the token generation interal. Hence, there is only one source parameter, W O , which is used t o represent the input power spectral property.
We first consider a zero pool system at T = 0. Figure   3a shpws the mean queue length performance in function of p and 1/00. By definition, p is also the utilization factor of the control system. This is why the queue response is always improved by the reduction of p. On the other hand, as described by (4) at each given p, the mean queue response increases linearly with I/wo. Plotted in figure 3b is the envelope of the corresponding output power spectrum in function of p.
From the appendix one can verify that the shape of Po(kwo)
is independent on the frequency unit WO when T = 0. Obviously, increasing p will reduce the output spectrum in low frequency band. There are two extremes. One is a t p = 1, where Po(kwo) will contain the DC component only since the buffer is never empty and so yo(t) becomes constant. One is for p to be sufficiently small, such that the buffer is always empty which yields Po(Lwo) = P,(kwo). For the single sinusoidal input defined in (3), the buffer will always be empty at p = 0.5. This is why the output spectrum, as p + 0.5 in figure 3 , is gradually shifted to a single impulse function at k = 1 which is equal to the input spectrum. A clear tradeoff exists between ij, and Po(w) through the adjustment of control parameter p. Any reduction of ?, will cause the increase of Po(w) in low frequency band, and vice versa. Similar observation is made in figure 4 a t T = 50, except for the shape of Po(kwo) dependent on WO when T > 0.
Remark 1: Via input buffering, more powers in low frequency band are reduced and shifted to high frequency band as the token generation interval p increases.
To study the impact of T, we fix p at 0.8. Figure 5 shows the mean queue response to sinusoidal input in function of T and l/wo. It is clear that the token pool size T has to be sufficiently large in order to reduce the mean queue length when l/wo is high (i.e., when more input powers are in low frequency band). The corresponding output spectrum is also displayed in figures 5b and 5c with respect to l/wo = 100 and
500.
Remark 2: Via token pooling, more powers remain in low frequency band as the pool size T increases. is basically unchanged at each given p and T. In other words, the selection of p and T for the design of input rate control must be strongly dependent on input spectrum. Once we understand the performance trade-off by individual selection of p and T, one may raise a question on their joint adjustment. Consider that a practical design of input rate control is always subject to some delay constraint.
Choosing a fixed mean queue length QI to be the subjective condition, our objective in the joint adjustment of p and T is to minimize the delay within network. For simplicity we use a single queue to represent the network. Further, to isolate the input control from rest traffic in network, all the arrivals are assumed to be the departures from the input control system, represented by 7 4 t ) in figure 6 . Denote the mean queue length of the network by ijN and its utilization factor by p N , respectively. Since yo(t) is periodic, the analysis of Q,, based on 7 4 t ) is just like the analysis of ij, based on y , ( t ) . That is, the overall performance is essentially captured by the source parameter l/wo and the network parameter p N , and it can hardly be changed by input rate control. This acts like a conservation law for the design of input rate control system. Hence, there is a fundamental limit to input rate control. That is, the more the input powers in low dequency band, the longer the queue will be.
Essentially, the only way to reduce ? by input rate control is to proportionally lift ij,. In otKer words, unless the source has a large input buffer and can tolerate excess delay, the input rate control can hardly improve the network performance. This is true especially when we consider that the low-frequency powers are the main cause to drive the network to congestion Figure 8 shows the output spectrum Po(kwo) at l/wo = 100 and 500, with respect to the control system in figure 7 under q, = 20. As one can see, the output spectrum PO(kwo)
is always dominated by the single input sinusoidal frequency
The value of Po(kwo) a t k = 1 slightly reduces as T increases at l/wo = 100, while it basically remains unchanged by T at l / w o = 500. We then come across a question: why the network queue ij, is unaffected by the reduction of PO(kwo) in low frequency band (i.e., at k = 1) at I / W O = 100. This is due to the effect of phase interference amongst the harmonic frequencies [9] . It is known that the power spectrum is phase blind. In stochastic modeling, the phase spectrum represents the third degree property. In our case, the output rate function yo(t) cannot be fully recovered from PO(Cwo) without phase spectrum. As found in [9] [lo], however, the impact of input phase spectrum on queue is much less significant than that of input power spectrum. In practice, the statistic measurement of phase spectrum is also much more difficult than that of power spectrum. Therefore, without knowledge of higher degree output properties, the power spectrum can generally be used to measure the control effectiveness as found in figures 3-5. So far we have separated the input control system from rest traffic in network. From user's point of view, the performance should be measured by end-bend delay, including the input delay for control and the network delay for multiplexing: Similarly, we use a single queue to represent network, which is now shared by N homogeneous sources as described in figure 9 . N can be very large in practice due to the large disparity between input source generation rate and network link transmission rate. For simplicity, the same input control parameters, T and p, are assumed to apply at each source.
Note that the function of input rate control is to reduce the network delay (or congestion) at the expense of increasing its Figure 10a shows that, once the input control p and T are fixed, the input delay can be much increased as more input powers are in low frequency band, while the network delay is basically unaffected. In other words, the input rate control does have the effect of blocking low frequency powers at network entry point, which otherwise may cause nodal congestions in network. But, this is done at the high expense of input delay. The results in figures lob, 1Oc further indicate that the input delay can also be much increased by tightening the input rate control (as to reduce T or increase p), while the improvement on network delay is negligible. It is obvious that the optimal solution for the minimum of d, + d, is to entirely remove the input rate control. Again, this is caused by the disparity between source generation rate and link transmission rate, measured by N > 1. The input delay, as compared with the network delay, is much more sensitive to W O , p and T for large N . Figure 10d shows the network delay improvement as N increases, with respect to the given values of W O , p and T. Remark 4: Due to the large disparity between source generation rate and link transmission rate, a stringent input rate control may unnecessarily increase the user end-to-end delay by significant amount. The above argument of having no input rate control is made purely from delay performance's point of view. Of course, many other important factors need to be considered in practical system design. For example, excessive bursty input generated by a source can be highly unpredictable. It is then
Subordinate Sources
Figure 11: Input control in multiplexing of dominant and subordinate sources essential t o provide a direct and tight feedback loop from congestion point to input source for control purposes. Consider that the time for relaying congestion information from network internode t o input source can be too long. One effective way is to simply block highly unpredicted excessive traffic at network entry points via input rate control. The performance trade-off explored here provides us a guiding principle for the design of effective input rate control.
For integration of heterogeneous sources, we consider the multiplexing of two diverse traffic types as shown in figure  11 . Each type consists of five homogeneous sources. The input rate control for source type 1 is defined by (pl,Tl), and for source type 2 by (p2,Tz). The average source input queue is denoted by qII and ij, respectively. The network queue ij is used t o measure t%e congestion. That is, the smaller b e ij the less the probability for network to congest. Again, &: input function at each source is assumed to be a single sinusoidal with identical amplitude. The diversity of the two traffic types is characterized by the significant difference of the two sinusoidal frequencies w1 and w2. Choose l/wz >> l/wi so that the type 2 traffic is dominant and the type 1 traffic is subordinate. In the example we have l/wl = 100 and I / w~ = 1000. Unless otherwise specified, the control parameters are assigned by (p1,Ti) = (0.8,50) and ( p z , Tz) = (0.6,50). The network is loaded at p N = 0.8. Figures 12a,b show the effect of type 1 traffic control on both input and network queues, in function of p1 and TI. It is obvious that the network performance can hardly be improved by the control of the subordinate traffic type 1. On the contrary, as shown in figure 12c,d , the input control on the dominant traffic type 2 can significantly reduce the network queue (but at the high expense of input queue).
Remark 5: While input rate control is ineffective in high frequency band, it will be effective in low frequency band if and only if the user has a large storage capacity to tolerate excess delay at network entry point.
Let us now study the impact of peak rate control on the two priority output streams P,(w) and P,(w) in figure 2. For sinusoidal input in (3) at 7 = 1 we have ymax E (l/p,2) for effective peak rate control. Again, the input control p and T are designed under the constraint ij, = 20. Here we fix T at 50 while p is adjusted in function of I/WO to satisfy q, = 20.
As in figure 6 , the network is symbolicly represented by a single queue which is loaded by the control output only. Let the queue be loaded at p N = 0.8 when both priority output streams are accepted by the network. Figure 13a shows the figure   13b is the corresponding average loss rate L , caused by the network blocking of the entire low priority stream. Since no traffic is in low priority at ymax = 2, the loss rate becomes zero while the queue reaches its maximum for each given WO. As ymax decreases, the loss rate arises while the queue falls. Nevertheless, at each given ymax we find the same basic trend TI + qN a l/wo in figure 13a. The same behavior can be found as we change the subjective conditions PI and T. It means that, when more input powers are in low frequency band, the only way to reduce qN is to increase the loss rate L for a fixed input queue constraint 7,. Both priority power spectra, P,(kwo) and P,(kwo), are shown in figures 13c,d in function of ymax at I/wO = 200, in association with the original output spectrum Po(kwo) in figure 13e. Note that both P,(kwo) and P,,(kwo) are dependent each other. As is found, via peak access rate control one can shift some of the low frequency powers from the high priority spectrum to the low priority one.
Performance Trade-off -Stochastic Analysis
The inherent properties of input rate control, explored in the above section by the deterministic analysis, can also be obtained by the stochastic analysis but with much more complexities. As is recalled in section 2, for stochastic queueing analysis we need the input rate process =y,(t) to be modulated by Markov chain, described by { Q , ? } . Q is an N x N state transition rate matrix, which is assumed to be diagonalizable. 7 is a vector for the input rate associated with each individual state, given by 7 = [yo,yl, ...,y ~-1 1 . By spectral 6a.2.6 bandwidth BWI = -2Re{Xi}. Both WI and BWl are defined in radian frequencies.
For simplicity we consider a two-state Markov chain, alternating between ON and OFF periods, which is commonly used as a building block for construction of voice and video sources. Define 
whye Qki is the k-th element of $1 and hni is the n-th element of hi. Tis the average input rate. 2xT26(w) is the DC term for non-negative input rate. Each eigenvalue component, bi ( w ) in (7), represents a bell-shape curve located at the central frequency wi = Im{Xt} and weighted by $1. The shape of each bell, before being weighted, is measured by its half-power ..
6a.2.7
where G is finite and irreducible. The steady state distribution vector ii will be the unique solution to the equations: by ( j , k ) . The transition probability from ( j , k) to (n, m) in time interval t is then defined by [e"'] The output rate process 'i.o(t) is also a stationary random process, which is defined on the QBD state space by
where p is the service rate and 7 k is the input rate in phase k. The output rate autocorrelation function will thus be expressed by where *J,k is the steady state probability in state (j, k), i.e., %J,k E i?. Numerically we always find that G is diagonalizable. By spectral decomposition as done in (5),
we get
In numerical study we consider four homogeneous 2-state Markov chains with its power spectrum in T. On the other hand, both queue and loss performances are very sensitive to the input power spectrum. The higher the BWF' is, the more the input powers are in low frequmcy band, and so the larger the queue and the higher the loss rate. The effect of BWI is somewhat like the effect of WO on queueing performance (although it is not linear as found in figure 7d ). Now, let us suppose that one can remove the input control in figure 6 , and so the two separate queues are merged into a single one. We would then have a single queue system with capacity K = K, + K , and service rate p , to support the original input process {Q, q}. Such a non-controlled system is also measured by the mean queue length, queue standard deviation and average loss rate, denoted by (ij,uq,L). In figure 17a we compare the results of both (ij, + i j N , mq, +up.,) and (ij,uq) in function of BW;' for the controlled and noncontrolled systems. The controlled system is designed by T = 30 under the subjective condition ij4 = 10. The total buffer capacity of the two systems are identical. Since the controlled system has two separate finite-buffer queues, its average loss rate, as found in figure 17b , is always greater than that of the non-controlled system. This also explains why in figure 17a the queueing performance of the controlled system is slightly better than that of the non-controlled system. Nevertheless, the queueing difference between the two systems is always negligible. This study clearly indicates that the function of input rate control is simply to trade more input queueing for less network queueing. Once again, this is consistent to the remark 3 made by the deterministic analysis. As compared to the deterministic analysis, not only the stochastic analysis is much more difficult but also one can only solve much limited systems.
Summary
In this paper we have measured the effectiveness of input rate control in frequency domain. Based on spectral analysis we are able to explore the fundamental limits of input rate control. Four guiding principles have been developed. First, the overall queueing performance is inherently determined by both input source and network environment; the function of input rate control is simply to trade more input queueing for less network queueing. Second, due to the large disparity between source generation rate and link transmission rate, a stringent input rate control may unnecessarily increase the user end-to-end delay by significant amount. Third, while input rate control is ineffective in high frequency band, it is effective in low frequency band if and only if the user can tolerate excess delay or loss at network entry point. Fourth, the network performance is insensitive to the adjustment between token pool size and token generation rate for the leaky bucket control system. As one can see, the simple deterministic analysis of input rate control developed here has helped us t o gain a great knowledge of performance trade-off for input rate control in high speed network. 
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